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The now available unabridged correspondence between Freud and Abraham
leads to a re-evaluation of the significance of Abraham’s work. The author
proposes the thesis that clinical observations by Karl Abraham of the
ambivalence of object relations and the destructive-sadistic aspects of oral-
ity have an important influence on the advancement of psychoanalytical
theory. The phantasy problem of the Wolf Man and the question of the
pathogenic relevance of early actual, or merely imagined traumata led
Freud to doubt the validity of his theory. He attempted repeatedly to solve
this problem using libido theory, but failed because of his problematic
conception of oral erotics. The pathogenic effect of presymbolic traumati-
zations cannot be demonstrated scientifically because of the still underde-
veloped brain in the early stage of the child’s development. Consequently,
the important empirical evidence of a scientific neurosis theory could not
be provided. A revision of the theory of the instincts thus became neces-
sary. With Abraham’s clinical contributions and other pathologic evidence,
Freud was, with some reservation, forced to modify his idea of oral erotics
by ascribing to it a status of a merely constructed and fictive phase of
oral organization. A solution was eventually facilitated via recognition of
non-erotic aggression and destruction, thereby opening libido theory to fun-
damental revisions. Driven by the desire to develop a scientific theory,
Freud initially had, in his first theory of the instincts, assumed a strongly
causal-deterministic view on Psychic Function. His third revision of theory
of the instincts, Beyond the Pleasure Principle including the death instinct
hypothesis, considered the hermeneutic aspect of psychoanalytic theory,
which had previously existed only implicitly in his theory. Further develop-
ment of the death instinct hypothesis by Melanie Klein and her successors
abandoned quantitative-economic and causal-deterministic principles, and
instead focused on the practical utility of the psychoanalytic theory.

Keywords: instinct theory, death instinct, libido, pleasure principle, orality, mem-
ory, phantasy, trauma

Introduction
For a long time, Karl Abraham’s importance for the development of psy-
choanalytic thought ran the risk of being forgotten in the history of psycho-
analysis as a merely marginal extension of Sigmund Freud’s thought.
Insofar as they were still available in the Institutes, Abraham’s books were
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also subject to National Socialists’ great book-burning in 1933, along with
Sigmund’s and Anna Freud’s works and many other psychoanalysts’ publi-
cations in monographs and journals. The persecuted Jewish psychoanalysts
had taken their writings out of the country with them, if they had not
already been destroyed by bombs. So after the war, especially in Germany,
there were hardly any psychoanalytic texts for trainees to study. Individual
important works on ego-psychology by Anna Freud or Heinz Hartmann or
Abraham, for example on the development of the libido, were borrowed
and laboriously hectographed at the Institutes and discussed in group work
and seminars.As the English translation of selected works by Abraham in
the Selected Papers of 1954 was only rarely available in the German Insti-
tutes, there was little opportunity to get to know, less still research, the
works of this important student of Sigmund Freud. A two-volume selected
works with a short biography was not published in Germany by Cremerius1

until 1969, 4 years after the first Freud and Abraham correspondence,
severely abridged by Hilda Abraham and Ernst Freud (1965) with many
omissions, appeared simultaneously in English and German. This was fol-
lowed in 2002 by the publication of the first complete Freud and Abraham
correspondence, first in English and in 2009 for the first time in the original
German in a critical edition annotated by Ernst Falzeder and Ludger M.
Hermanns.
These historical facts are important if we are to understand why almost

90 years after Abraham’s death, the life and work of one of Sigmund
Freud’s most prominent collaborators is only now receiving due attention.
The published complete Freud and Abraham correspondence has certainly
contributed to the appreciation of Abraham, his work and his relationship
to Freud in further studies and detailed biographies. Accordingly, a first
comprehensive Abraham biography was published in Italy by Franco De
Masi in 2002. This was followed by a Spanish edition by Isabel Sanfeliu
(2002, English translation 2014), a French edition by Bernard Lemaigre
(2003), a Dutch edition by Anna Bentinck van Schoonheten (2013), and just
recently a German biography by Karin Zienert-Eilts (2013).2

A crucial factor in these publications may have been the complete corre-
spondence of Freud with Abraham, without which it was previously

1Johannes Cremerius (1918–2002) is one of the leading figures of German psychoanalysis in the tradition
of Sigmund Freud. He is also regarded as one of the fiercest critics of institutionalized psycho-analysis
in Germany. He is associated with the post-war rise of psychoanalytically orientated psychosomatic med-
icine. In collaboration with Thure von Uexk€ull and Horst-Eberhard Richter, he taught first in Giessen
and until his retirement as professor in Freiburg/Breisgau, where he held the Chair for Psychotherapy
and psychosomatic medicine. With Gaetano Benedetti, he founded the Institute for psychoanalytic ther-
apy in Milan in 1970. He never adopted Freud’s theory of the death instinct. So it is appropriate that he
felt more connected with Freud’s early colleague, Karl Abraham, whose selected works he published in
two volumes in 1969. As an introduction, more than 40 years after Abraham’s death, this contains the
first German short biography Das Leben Karl Abrahams. For Cremerius, he is the “guardian of Sigmund
Freud’s pure teachings” (Cremerius, 1997, p. 65).
2Karin Zienert-Eilts, a member of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute (DPG/IPA), gives a detailed pic-
ture of Karl Abraham’s personality and importance in the early psychoanalytic movement in her book
(2013). There is an especially noteworthy portrayal of the difficult and conflicted relationship between
Freud and Abraham in the historical general context, which also opens up a new perspective on
Sigmund Freud.

2 G.Dahl
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impossible to adequately assess Abraham’s significance for the further
development of psychoanalytic theory.3

Trauma and phantasy
In an initial letter to Karl Abraham in response to his manuscript on sexual
traumas and the genesis of neuroses, Freud refers to the first great mistake
that he made by considering sexual traumas to be the actual aetiology of
neurosis because:

. . . part of the sexual traumas reported by patients are or may be phantasies; distin-

guishing them from the very frequent genuine ones is not easy, and the complica-
tion of these circumstances and the relationship of sexual traumas to forgetting and
remembering is one of the chief reasons why I cannot persuade myself to a defini-

tive presentation.

(p. 2)

He goes on to say that a genuine traumatization can most probably be
assumed when its memory originates from a period of 3–5 years of age:
“My impression is that the age of from three to five is that to which the
determination of symptoms dates back. Later traumas are mostly genuine,
earlier ones or those falling within this period are prima facie doubtful”
(Freud/Abraham, 7 July 1907, p. 2).4

Only slightly later is Freud faced with the specific problem of whether a
child “at the tender age of one and a half” years or less should already be
in a position not only to take in the perception of the parents’ sexual inter-
course as a real fact, but also to retain it so accurately in his memory that
it can be worked through retroactively – nachtr€aglich;5 – in analysis and
become conscious in a convincing way (Freud, 1918, p. 48f); Freud consid-
ers this to be rather improbable, although still conceivable, because children
have been underestimated and “there is no knowing what they cannot be
given credit for” (Freud, 1918, p. 102).

3It is estimated that over his lifetime Freud wrote at least 20,000 letters, of which approximately half
remain. The 497 letters between Freud and Abraham led to an edition (2009) of 943 pages in total. For
Falzeder (2010) this correspondence is a parallel oeuvre and the letters can be read as a running com-
mentary on both Freud’s and Abraham’s work, which cannot be adequately understood without refer-
ence to the letters. Furthermore, the correspondence with Freud is particularly important for the
understanding of psychoanalysis in general, as becomes clear from a concept such as the countertransfer-
ence, which is first mentioned in a letter: in connection with Jung’s involvement with Spielrein, Freud
writes to him that such experiences: “help us . . . to dominate ‘counter-transference’ which is after all a
permanent problem for us” (Freud and Jung, 1991, p. 152).
4Ernst Falzeder and Ludger M. Hermanns critically annotated and edited the complete Freud/Abraham
correspondence in the original German. It is henceforth abbreviated as F/A, appended with the date of
the appropriate letter. The page number refers to the first edition in 2009 with the publisher Turia+Kant,
Vienna. An English edition was also edited by Falzeder in 2002 under the title: The Complete Correspon-
dence of Sigmund Freud and Karl Abraham 1907–1925.
5The term ‘Nachtr€aglichkeit’ is a creation by Sigmund Freud. The English term ‘deferred action’ or
‘retroactive’ does not do justice to the complexity of this Freudian concept, as discussed in detail by
Dahl (2010a, 2010b). To avoid confusion, the English terms ‘deferred action’ or ‘retroactive’ will be
replaced by the German noun Nachtr€aglichkeit and the adjective nachtr€aglich.
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The investigation and discussion of this question became a central theme
in Freud’s major case history ‘From the history of an infantile neurosis’
(1918). The report concerning the Wolf man, as he calls the 22 year-old
patient, is a key document for problems of psychoanalytic research and the-
ory to this day. This is because the supposed scientific evidence of a causal
determination of neurotic symptoms from very early traumatic experiences,
such as the child’s observation of the parents’ sexual intercourse, can only
be adduced through the functioning perception and memory of such an
event – the child’s perception and memory in the earliest months of life are
not fully developed and such memories are extremely doubtful. In his
detailed study on the Wolf man, Freud must therefore finally leave open
the question of the real value of a primal scene experience at such an early
period as one and a half years of age with a non liquet. In a footnote Freud
adds: “I admit that this is the most delicate question in the whole domain
of psycho-analysis . . . no other uncertainty has been more decisive in hold-
ing me back from publishing my conclusions” (Freud, 1918, p. 102, fn).
The severe doubts were irresoluble even with the aid of the libido theory

and a scientific conception of the psyche as a self-enclosed energetic system
that operates by economic laws. Freud seeks some other possible ways of
empirically proving pre-verbal traumas. But the scientific explanatory value
of dispositional or constitutional factors, such as primary narcissism or the
phylogenetic legacy causally determining reality, only has a very limited appli-
cation (cf. also Grubrich-Simitis, 1987). A scientifically tenable connection
with the libido theory could not be made. Freud had to concede that the cau-
sal explanatory task of psychoanalysis was subject to ‘narrow limits’; it was
restricted to discovering the pathogenesis of striking symptom-formations,
while it was “not its business to explain but merely describe the psychical
mechanisms and instinctual processes” (Freud, 1918, p. 105).
Freud thus set aside the psychologically descriptive part of his libido the-

ory, which along with the scientific explanatory value emphasized the practi-
cal value of the psychoanalytic theory of the instincts. Here, as early as 1914
Freud already anticipated the further development of psychoanalytic theory.
As a precondition for the development of psychoanalytic concepts, Freud

published a series of metapsychological texts in rapid succession between 1914
and 1918 – from when he ended writing the case histories to their publication.
Freud’s metapsychological writings can be interpreted as an introduction to
future scientific theories. In the metapsychological writings Freud outlines a
consistent, useful and generally plausible model of thought in which it is possi-
ble to consider unknowable unconscious psychic material. I understand the
metapsychology as an open conceptual system that can “clarify and carry dee-
per the theoretical assumptions on which a psycho-analytic system could be
founded” (Freud, 1917, p. 222 fn). The basic concepts can be modified or
replaced at any time. They must “after more thorough investigation of the field
of observation’ be inductively understood in definitions so that they can also
be deductively generalized beyond the individual case and become ‘serviceable
and consistent over a wide area” (Freud, 1915, p. 117). Every psychic process
is henceforth to be described in terms of the three essential coordinates of the
metapsychology: dynamics, topography and economy.

4 G.Dahl
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Oral erotism and the crisis in the libido theory
With the metapsychology, Freud developed a language for the unconscious that
is the source of its heuristic value to this day. But at the same time he hoped to be
able to anchor psychoanalysis in the biological sciences by means of a metatheo-
retical conception, having failed to connect dispositional and constitutional
considerations with the libido theory and neurophysiology (cf. Gedo, 1998).
However, from the outset Abraham adhered to the dispositional and consti-

tutional view that the neurotic has a predisposition to later neurosis. Abraham
can even refer explicitly to the early Freud (1906) here: “I agreed with Freud’s
assumption of an abnormal psychosexual constitution [as the primary cause of
a neurosis]” (Abraham, 1907, p. 48). Freud has certainly since moved away
from this conception, and he points out to Abraham in the 1907 letter that the
constitution alone does not explain everything, since after all it is “in one sense
. . . peculiar to all children” (F/A, 5 July 1907). It is not the abnormal constitu-
tion, but the psychic mechanisms as well as the Nachtr€aglichkeit in the latency
period phenomenon that form the basic precondition for neuroses, since
“otherwise we should get, not neurotics, but scoundrels” (F/A, 26 November
1907). Abraham does not seem to perceive these objections. In any event, he
does not discuss these objections in the correspondence, but again reinforces
his theory in a study of the painter Giovanni Segantini’s mother complex
(Abraham, 1924 [1911]). I will return to this below.
Abraham’s constitutional reflections and resultent insights concerning the

oral pathology later provided a significant impetus for Freud’s revision of
the libido theory. As evidence for this thesis, Abraham’s central conceptual-
izations must now be illustrated in more detail.
What Freud hoped for above all from these investigations was some empiri-

cal-clinical indications which might confirm that the theory of the instincts
and the theory of the neuroses are applicable also to early development. Abra-
ham dealt with these questions in his work. In a letter to Freud in 1913, Abra-
ham announced an article about ‘mouth-pollutions’ (F/A, 3 March 1913). He
saw a connection between oral erotism and masturbation in this phenomenon.
This implied, for Abraham, an empirical confirmation of his conviction con-
cerning an abnormal psychosexual constitution. Three years later, he pub-
lished the afore-mentioned article under the title ‘Untersuchungen €uber die
fr€uheste pr€agenitale Entwicklungsstufe der Libido’ [‘The first pregenital stage
of the libido’], in which he gives the example of a hebephrenic (a type of
schizophrenia) patient whose “mouth played a very special role as an eroto-
genic zone” (1916, p. 254). He used sucking as a “method of . . . obtaining sex-
ual pleasure” (p. 256), having already had “cannibalistic ideas” (p. 257) as a
child. Abraham went on to demonstrate these abnormal phantasies and ideas
in the structure of the melancholic. And as he regards the structure of obses-
sional neurosis as correlating remarkably with the orality of the melancholic,
which concerns “the ambivalence of feelings and the original predominance of
sadism in the affective life” (p. 277), he concludes from this that the libido of
the melancholic patient is “predominantly hostile towards the object of its
desires and endeavours to destroy it” (p. 277). The unconscious cannibalistic
wishes strove “to destroy his love-object by eating it up” (p. 277).

The crisis in Freud’s libido theory 5
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Freud had the highest praise for this study. He considered the outline of a
very early oral-cannibalistic developmental stage to be of immense scientific
value because the findings might be able to provide some empirical evidence
about the effect of early traumatizations. At the same time, Abraham’s text
presents a challenge to the causal determination of the libido theory. In
Freud’s theory, at the beginning of life there is not yet any organized oral libid-
inal stage because memory and recollection are still undeveloped. For this rea-
son, Freud does not characterize this early period as an organized stage but as
oral erotism. In oral erotism he sees the libidinal sexual drive as still closely con-
nected with the drive for self-preservation and self-nourishment. According to
this early model, the mother or maternal caregiving object in primary narcis-
sism gives protection from the “exigencies of life” (Freud, 1900, 1914a). As a
means to an end the mother ensures self-preservation through food, while the
infant’s libidinal sexual instinct is satisfied in ‘sensual sucking’. However, in
this early period Abraham sees a highly ambivalent affective relationship to the
mother, to whose unavoidable disappointments the child responds with
destructive aggression. Corresponding to the anal-sadistic stage, Abraham can
now postulate a pregenital oral stage that precedes the anal stage and is simi-
larly characterized by sadism. The conceptual development of sensual sucking
into the oral-aggressive wish for destruction has been described as revolution-
ary by Ulrike May6 (2010, 2013) in a groundbreaking investigation.
In his scientific theory, Freud assumes traumatic factual realities. He repeat-

edly emphasises the real value of an event or its “indisputable reality” (Freud,
1918, p. 97), which can be nachtr€aglich reconstructed in analysis. Abraham, in
contrast, bases his conceptions predominantly on his patient’s phantasies;
these are not empirically testable facts, but doubtful traumas and therefore
unreconstructable realities. For this reason, Freud hesitates for a long time
before integrating Abraham’s view into his theory of oral erotism by means of
an oral-cannibalistic stage. Only with great reservations does Freud finally
adopt an “oral or, as it might be called, cannibalistic” pregenital sexual organi-
zation in the third edition of the Three Essays of 1915. This organization
should be recognizable merely as the hypothesis of a “constructed phase of
organisation, which is forced upon our notice by pathology” (Freud, 1905, p.
197; italics added). It is also undoubtedly Abraham’s pathological findings7

6Ulrike May is a member of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute, which since 1970 in commemoration of
the 50 year existence of the old Berlin Institute founded in 1920, was also named the Karl Abraham
Institute. She has published many psychoanalytic studies in national and international journals mainly
about Abraham, whose work she knows in depth. I am grateful to Ulrike May for many suggestions
and personal communications.
7For Abraham, it is important to emphasize in a footnote the precedence of the concept and term ‘can-
nibalistic idea’ before Freud uses this concept for the first time in the third edition of the Three Essays.
Abraham assures us: “The expression ‘cannibalistic ideas’ is not borrowed from the Drei Abhandlungen
zur Sexualtheorie. The psychoanalysis from which I am quoting here took place in 1912, whereas the
third edition of Freud’s book, which contains the expression for the first time, did not appear till 1915’
(1916, p. 257). Abraham spoke directly with Freud about the mouth-pollutions as a masturbation substi-
tute at the latest in Munich in early 1913 (F/A, 3 March 1913) and a year later, so before he wrote
about the Wolf man, he informed him that he was “working on a short paper ‘On the Relationship
between the Oral and Sexual Drives’” (A/F, 15 May 1914). According to a further announcement (F/A,
2 February 1915), the results of this work contributed to the investigations of the earliest pregenital
developmental stage of the libido (Abraham, 1916).
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which required him to hypothesize the existence a first pregenital sexual organi-
zation. Freud explicitly emphasizes again that the sexual goal of this phase is
not to devour, but plays a role ‘in the incorporation of the object – the proto-
type of a process which, in the form of identification, is later to play such an
important psychological part’ (1905, p. 197, original italics). Abraham has a
different understanding of identification, according to which the cannibalistic
tendency in the melancholic shows that “this identification has an ambivalent
meaning – a manifestation of love as well as destruction” (F/A, 31 March
1915). Freud criticizes Abraham’s interpretation for giving too much promi-
nence to sadism and to anal erotism, especially as these sources played a part
in every other disease profile (cf. F/A, 26 November 1907): “Though you are
correct in this, you overlook the real explanation . . . the explanation of the ill-
ness can be derived only from the mechanism, seen from the dynamic, topical,
and economic point of view.” Why, he asks, doesn’t Abraham take into con-
sideration the metapsychology and mechanism of a regression from anal ero-
tism8 (F/A, 4 May 1915)?
Freud expresses his misgivings concerning Abraham’s therorization only

very subtly and also only in his letters; the criticisms do not appear in his
published texts. For amid all the criticism, Freud recognizes that psycho-
analysis as a cause needs Abraham the clinician as one of “the most promi-
nent representatives of analysis” (Freud, 1914b, p. 34). Abraham’s research
findings are mostly “particularly good and topical”, says Freud, but: “What
is perhaps missing is that the whole attitude derives from the father com-
plex”9 (F/A, 13 April 1919; italics added).
In his paper on Segantini, Abraham had already opposed the father com-

plex with the concept of the mother complex (F/A, 11 February 1911), to
which, however, Freud makes no reference in the correspondence. Abraham
explains his conviction as to the mother’s crucial importance with the por-
trayal of bad mothers in Giovanni Segantini’s painting.10 His concept of the
mother complex is derived from the supposition of a genetically determined
oral sadism and the constitutive ambivalence of the son’s love and hatred of
the mother (Abraham, 1937 [1911], cf. also the addendum in 1924). He sent
the Segantini manuscript to Freud, who even when requested, however, did
not enter into a personal commentary. He considers the text “fine and

8Here Freud is remembering the Wolf man’s dream, which he interprets as the regressive expression of
the fear of being devoured by the beloved father, therefore of being anally penetrated.
9As a phylogenetic legacy of the fear of the primal father and rage with him (Freud, 1913), the father
complex is for Freud a primal phantasy that forms the basis of each individual Oedipus complex.
10Giovanni Segantini, Swiss painter (1858–99). The image of the bad mother is later conceptualized by
Abraham’s student and analysand Melanie Klein and given a central importance in her theory (May,
1997/2001). Segantini’s best-known pictures are entitled The Punishment of Lust (1891, Walker Art Gal-
lery, Liverpool), which shows two half-naked women floating in an icy mountain landscape. A second,
The Bad Mothers (1894, Austrian Belvedere Gallery, Vienna), depicts the naked body of a woman in a
barren snowscape whose hair is caught in the crown of a leafless tree. They are icy-lifeless images of
women who according to Buddhistic mythology “give up their lives to sensuality instead of undertaking
the duties of motherhood [and] are condemned after their deaths to float restlessly on desolate fields of
snow” (Abraham, 1937, p. 487). Segantini had lost his mother when he was 7 years old. Abraham dis-
covers the painter’s suppressed aggressive and cruel impulses in the pictures, in which bad mothers and
heartless women must suffer for their deeds. He interprets them as the young Giovanni’s death wishes
that return from repression in painting.
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beautiful, it goes deep without causing offence, and is probably also dis-
creet” (F/A, 23 February 1911). It is a polite, but fundamentally empty
answer. It appears to be expressing disappointment about a study that was
eagerly awaited and seemed to promise new insights but had not taken
enough account of the metapsychological mechanisms that were repeatedly
claimed.
Actually Abraham devotes hardly any attention to the basic precondi-

tions for neurosis, as formulated by Freud with Nachtr€aglichkeit in their
linear-causal understanding of time and the latency principle. His under-
standing of Nachtr€aglichkeit is a comprehensively hermeneutic one;11 the
arrow of time is retrograde (Dahl, 2010a). His observations and aetiological
insights are not ultimately based on empirically provable facts. They are in
many cases symbolizations of primary process scenes as described by Dahl
(2010b). It is not always clear whether Abraham is pursuing a heuristic con-
cept or whether he is convinced that he has discovered a direct expression
of the patient’s unconscious in dreams and phantasies.
In his last major work of 1924, ‘A short study of the development of the

libido’, Abraham distinguishes the innate oral-sadistic phase, in which the
object is threatened with destruction by devouring, from a preceding oral-
sucking stage. It is the notion of an oral organization that is formed com-
pletely analogously to the subsequent anal stage as developed by Freud.
This is I think the basis for the widespread view that Abraham merely ampli-
fied and extended Freud’s libido theory. He may even have convinced himself
that he had created “something truly Freudian” (F/A, 29 January 1908).
Freud’s agreement with this view remained reserved as before. He cer-

tainly could not evade Abraham’s observations on pathology and had to
establish a place for them in a fictitious oral organization; nevertheless, the
delicate question concerning the libido theory remained open. Apparently
Freud already knew that the answer did not depend only on the memory
and recall function at the beginning of life or on the ‘real value’ of a sadis-
tic constitution. Because psychic processes in orality are not grasped by
rationalistic libido theory, Freud’s theory of the psychobiological develop-
mental stages or phases now becomes a further serious problem for the psy-
choanalytic community. For according to this concept the three libidinal
stages follow in succession from the anal phase in a temporally and biologi-
cally predefined developmental plan, which follows an ideally untroubled
course that is regulated by the supposed biochemical processes of an eco-
nomic pleasure principle.
Apparently Freud had already long been reflecting on a fundamental

revision beyond this bio-energic principle. Considerations on genuine or

11The hermeneutical interpretation in psychoanalysis grapples with the constructivist nature of observa-
tion and interpretation. It is certainly different in content but not in structure from the psychoanalytic
construction, which itself has to be interpreted hermeneutically. A communicative validation concerning
the truth content of hermeneutical interpretations can be achieved in group supervisions. For psychoana-
lytic method, this can replace a truth criterion, even if there is no truth in hermeneutical understanding.
There is, however, a concept of truth according to which we cannot understand better but at best differ-
ently (Gadamer, quoted from Grondin, 1994, p. 45). Different understanding is new understanding and
this “new production is the locus of the hermeneutical concept of truth” (Grondin, 1994, p. 46).
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doubtful traumas had initially led to “the most delicate question in the
whole domain of psychoanalysis”. But now a relativization of the scientific
claim to the libido theory was required. In his interpretations, Freud had
already repeatedly implicitly amplified the causal-linear explanatory aspect
of Nachtr€aglichkeit by the hermeneutical-retrograde one, and thus also
underlined the psychological aspect of his theory in its practical value. But
finally he had to recognize the causal explanatory task of psychoanalysis ex-
pressis verbis as restricted. The prospect of formulating a kind of quantum
theory of psychic activity resembling that of physics appears to him unreal-
izable with the given possibilities at the time. So he can only pass on even
the metapsychology unfinished and the “attempt remained no more than a
torso, after writing two or three papers . . . I broke off, wisely perhaps, since
the time for theoretical predications of this kind had not yet come”
(Freud.1925b, p.59).

Opening the libido theory up to modification
For the fundamental revision of his rationalistic libido theory, Freud wrote
Beyond the Pleasure Principle, which remains controversial to this day. The
study was published in 1920. The speculations concerning a life and death
instinct are doubtless also to be understood against the background of the
particular contemporaneous and personal circumstances of the First World
War. Freud had in fact always denied a direct connection. Nevertheless, the
destructive and life-denying force of these social catastrophes and personal
destinies still confer the significance of destruction and death on the exis-
tence of a ‘Beyond’ in Freud’s biopsychological speculations. Even today,
death, which transcends the life-giving pleasure principle, is what we tend to
see in the existence of the beyond. However, Freud’s pleasure principle is
not primarily a life-preserving force but principally a metapsychological
concept with which to conceive the automatic regulation of excitational
quantities in the psychic apparatus. In 1920, Freud was beginning to detach
himself increasingly from the exclusivity of the quantitative aspects of his
first theory of the instincts. With Beyond the Pleasure Principle, his specula-
tions moved beyond the mechanistically regulating force of an economic
pleasure principle and introduced – specifically beyond the pleasure principle
– a turning point in the development of psychoanalytic theory.
In retrospect, in Civilization and its Discontents, Freud called his revision

an essential alteration: “To begin with it was only tentatively that I put for-
ward the views I have developed here, but in the course of time they have
gained such a hold upon me that I can no longer think in any other way.
To my mind, they are far more serviceable from a theoretical standpoint than
any other possible ones” (1930, p. 118; italics added). He explicitly calls it
“ignoring or doing violence to the facts” and can no longer understand
“how we can have overlooked the ubiquity of non-erotic aggressivity and
destructiveness and can have failed to give it its due place in our interpreta-
tion of life” (Freud, 1930, p. 119).
The analysts of his day were apparently unable to accept the ‘essential

alteration’ of the current libido theory. They had hitherto regarded neurosis
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as the outcome of a struggle between the self-preservation instincts and the
demands of the libido at the various developmental stages. But was this
view now supposed to have been an error, or even a mutilation of the facts?
“Every analyst will admit that even to-day this view has not the sound of a
long-discarded error”, writes Freud and continues: “I remember my own
defensive attitude when the idea of an instinct of destruction first emerged
in psycho-analytic literature, and how long it took before I became recep-
tive to it” (1930, p. 119, italics added). In his final work, Freud confirms
once more the third revision of his theory: “After long hesitancies and vacil-
lations we have decided to assume the existence of only two basic instincts,
Eros and the destructive instinct. (The contrast between the instincts of self-
preservation and the preservation of the species, as well as the contrast
between ego-love and object-love, fall within Eros)” (Freud, 1938, p. 148).
Sabina Spielrein12 had already recognized destruction as an integral com-

ponent of the libido in 1912. At around the same time, in 1911 in the
Segantini paper, but at the latest in 1916, Abraham (1916) refers to oral
sadism that tries to destroy its love object by devouring it. Through these
texts Freud had therefore been confronted with the idea of a destructive
instinct long before he became receptive to it. Abraham’s clinical findings
and their discussion in the correspondence thereby made a significant con-
tribution to the development of the third psychoanalytic theory of the
instincts in Beyond the Pleasure Principle.
Ulrike May discovered that Freud gave the text to Abraham on the occa-

sion of a visit in Berlin (May, 2013, p. 97f). It is hardly imaginable that
there could have been no discussion of the contents, especially concerning
sadism. But in his letters to Abraham, Freud does not refer to the work at
any point. In the published correspondence Abraham himself also makes no
reference to the manuscript given to him, as if a vow of silence reigned over
it. To my knowledge Abraham did not even try to relate his own insights
concerning destructive excitations to Freud’s life and death theory, for
instance in the observed negative therapeutic transference of narcissistic
patients, as later carried out by Rosenfeld (1987). Even in his paper on the
development of the libido, published 4 years after Beyond the Pleasure Prin-
ciple, Freud’s revision is not mentioned even once (Abraham, 1924). I sus-
pect that Abraham had not truly realized the failure of Freud’s first theory of
the instincts (“even to-day this view has not the sound of a long-discarded
error”, Freud, see above) and therefore also could not understand the
Beyond text – how else is his silence about it to be explained?
After Freud’s long hesitation to acknowledge the destructive aspect that

Abraham attributed to cannibal orality, he himself then introduced it in

12In her 1912 paper ‘Destruction as the Cause of Coming into Being’, Sabina Spielrein (1885–1942)
describes long before Freud, using the example of the union of the female and male cell, conception in
which each cell is destroyed as a unity. From this product of destruction new life then arises: “from the
product of this destruction, new life originates. Following production of a new generation, many lower
creatures, e.g., the May fly, forfeit their lives, dying off. Creation for this organism is undertaken for
survival and is simultaneously destructive for the adult. The individual must strongly hunger for this
new creation in order to place its own destruction in creation’s service” (Sielrein 1994 [1912], p. 156). It
is obvious that Freud has taken inspiration from the thought formulated here for the premise of a death
or destructive drive.
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Beyond the Pleasure Principle as original sadism,13 which now becomes the
component instinct of the death instinct and coincides “During the oral
stage of organisation of the libido . . . with that object’s destruction” (1920,
p. 53). Later Freud could no longer understand how it had been possible to
overlook what was acknowledged to be the “ubiquity of non-erotic aggres-
sivity and destructiveness” (1930, p. 119). He corrected this by stating that
the aggressive oral and sadistic wishes were encountered

as a fear of being killed by her mother – a fear which, in turn, justifies her death-
wish against her mother, if that becomes conscious . . . (Hitherto, it is only in men
that I have found the fear of being eaten up. This fear is referred to the father, but
it is probably the product of a transformation of oral aggressivity directed to the

mother. The child wants to eat up its mother . . . in the case of the father there is
no such obvious determinant for the wish).

(1931, p. 237; Freud’s parenthesis)

Freud had also interpreted the Wolf man’s fear of the father in terms of
the father complex as the “transposition of the wish to be copulated with
by his father, that is, to be given sexual satisfaction in the same way as his
mother” (1918, p. 46). At that time (1918) the mechanism of regression
could be considered as a libido-theoretical argument against Abraham’s
conception of an orally destructive constitution. Freud’s corrective note in
parentheses 13 years later may also constitute a posthumous rehabilitation
of Abraham and his concept of oral sadism.
In the 1920s Melanie Klein, Abraham’s close colleague and analysand,

adopted his views on oral sadism as well as on early ambivalent object-rela-
tions with the concept of the ‘bad mother’. The concept of a developmental
history of libidinal stages according to a strict timescale, to which Abraham
adhered to the end, Klein later had to abandon. According to her own
investigations with children, these stages frequently overlapped. Further-
more, she observed sadistic phantasies in all stages and then regarded sad-
ism unconnected with the libido as a specific instinct from birth. After her
reading of Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents she was also able in the
1930s to link this concept with Freud’s hypothesis of the death instinct and
consider sadistic phantasies as a manifestation of the death instinct.
Freud’s revision of the libido theory – and not Abraham0s definitions –

finally provided the impetus for Klein’s opening and further development of
psychoanalytic theory. Based on my considerations developed above, I can-
not agree with a widespread and rather tendentious opinion that it was
Abraham’s unwavering definitions that had “critically influenced psychoan-
alytic theory and led it in a problematic direction” (Fr€uh, 2010, p. 57).
Klein took over the death instinct also primarily as a psychological concept.
For in her view what is experienced are significant psychic representations
rather than physical quantities. According to a keynote speech by her col-
league Susan Isaacs (1948), the instincts are already expressed in their

13“From the very first we recognized the presence of a sadistic component in the sexual instinct . . . Is it
not plausible to suppose that this sadism is in fact a death instinct. . .?” (Freud, 1920, p. 53).
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essential and distinctive quality as meaning from birth. They are psychically
represented directly in the form of phantasies under the primacy of the object
relationship. Psycho-physical processes such as the displacement of excita-
tional quantities, energic change, instinctual cathexis and discharge are for
Isaacs neutral concepts that merely exist, like primary narcissism as primal
energy. This metapsychological conceptual system provides a way of think-
ing psychoanalytically but it cannot be scientifically verified and has no psy-
chic significance, unlike unconscious phantasies, which can be interpreted
hermeneutically. With Isaacs’ conception Klein’s considerations about
unconscious phantasies were at the same time then fixed theoretically as pri-
mal instinctual representatives, and Freud’s notion of a primary narcissistic
energy as a primal representative of the instincts was radically revised
(Dahl, 2001, 2013).
The further development of psychoanalytic theory after this revision led

Freud after Beyond the Pleasure Principle to the major study, The Ego and
the Id (1923). This text connects the speculative aspects from Beyond the
Pleasure Principle with the clinical aspects of the structural model of the
psyche since outlined and the conception of the supergo; it founds ego-
psychology. Freud tried to draw some new conclusions from the synthesis
of speculative with clinical aspects. He explicitly emphasized that his
thoughts made “no fresh borrowings from biology, and on that account it
stands closer to psycho-analysis than does Beyond the Pleasure Principle. It
is more in the nature of a synthesis than of a speculation” (1923, p. 12). As
an example, he defined the superego in melancholia as “a kind of gathering-
place for the death instincts” (p. 53). In her reflections on envy as a manifes-
tation of the death instinct, Hanna Segal drew attention to the synthetic qual-
ity of the death instinct hypothesis at this point in the text. Freud wanted to
emphasize this concept in its general significance for every neurosis, and in
fact detached from neurobiological suppositions as a purely psychological
construction, “in purely psychological terms” (Segal, 1993, p. 55).
Elsewhere Freud had indicated that the death instinct operates silently

inside the human being and is unobservable until it is turned outward as
the destructive instinct. In his essay ‘Negation’ (Freud, 1925a), he modifies
this view and implicitly makes a further reference to the clinical practical
value of the death instinct theory: the death instinct does not merely repre-
sent a hollowly rigid destructive process that opposes Eros, with the radical
goal of transferring everything living into a lifeless state. Danckwardt
recently showed that the death instinct has a destiny and undergoes a devel-
opment that also, for example in negation, has an influence on symbol-for-
mation. With a ‘no’ the object is spared instead of being destroyed. In
contrast to the first psychoanalytic theory of the instincts, to which Abra-
ham generally adhered throughout his life, Freud’s third theory of the
instincts follows no rigid economic laws or biologically fixed processes. It is
a dynamic theory that largely abandons scientific factual explanations and
thus emphasizes the transition in Freud’s thinking “from the fact-based
hypothesis to the hypothesis based on application and practical use”
(Danckwardt, 2014, p. 255). So Hermann Beland also described its further
development by the post-Kleinians – for example, Segal, Bion, or Rosenfeld
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– as a “ground-breaking and forward-looking theory. If it is taken to be
static and ahistorical, as if Freud had understood it as timelessly valid and
complete, then we must – misinterpreting Freud – be held back by what is
historically conditioned and obsolete” (Beland, 2011, p. 152).
On the opening of the theory as a hypothesis for application and practi-

cal use, Freud writes:

I should not like to create an impression that during this last period of my work I
have turned my back upon patient observation and have abandoned myself entirely
to speculation. I have on the contrary always remained in the closest touch with

the analytic material and have never ceased working at detailed points of clinical or
technical importance. Even when I have moved away from observation, I have
carefully avoided any contact with philosophy proper.

(1925, p. 58 fn)

I understand Freud’s observation as a warning that in his attempt to inter-
pret analytic material philosophically or hermeneutically the analyst should
not forget external reality and lose sight of the specific factual events. His
remarks also express a concern that psychoanalytic discourse might develop
into a merely narrative construction of attributable meaning and away from
the reconstruction of historical facts. The consequence could be a certain
clinical recklessness, especially when radical constructivism ceases to distin-
guish between events and interpretations, on the one hand, and things and
facts on the other and as a result of this construction, interpretation and
reality are equated (Hinz, 2001, p. 138). Freud’s concept of Nachtr€aglich-
keit5 as circular complementarity (Eickhoff, 2005, 2006) lucidly expresses the
idea of the above-mentioned synthesis of speculative and clinical aspects of
psychoanalysis. For this concept allows both a careful consideration of the
empirical facts with the possibility of nachtr€agliche reconstruction of histori-
cal events and speculation about pre-symbolic traumas and primary process
scenes (cf. Dahl, 2013) with the possibility of constructing a narrative of the
past in the transference/countertransference process and in projective identi-
fications and thus finally also finding a hermeneutical answer to the most
delicate question of pre-verbal traumatizations.

Translations of summary

Retour sur la crise de la th�eorie de la libido de Freud et l’issue offerte par le concept de phase
orale-sadique d’Abraham. La version int�egrale de la correspondance entre Freud et Abraham dont
nous disposons aujourd’hui permet de r�eexaminer la port�ee du travail d’Abraham. Dans cet article, l’au-
teur soutient l’hypoth�ese que les observations cliniques d’Abraham sur l’ambivalence des relations d’ob-
jet et les aspects destructeurs sadiques de l’oralit�e ont exerc�e une influence consid�erable sur le
d�eveloppement de la th�eorie psychanalytique. La question du fantasme dans le cas de l’Homme aux
loups, comme celle de l’effet pathog�ene des traumatismes pr�ecoces, r�eels ou purement imaginaires, con-
duisirent Freud �a mettre en doute la validit�e de sa th�eorie. Il tenta �a plusieurs reprises de r�esoudre ce
probl�eme en recourant �a la th�eorie de la libido, mais il �echoua dans ses tentatives en raison du concept
probl�ematique relatif �a l’�erotisme oral. L’effet pathog�ene des traumatismes pr�e-symboliques ne peut être
d�emontr�e scientifiquement en raison de l’immaturit�e du cerveau au stade pr�ecoce du d�eveloppement de
l’enfant. Par cons�equent, il �etait impossible de fournir une preuve empirique qui pût �etayer une th�eorie
scientifique de la n�evrose. Il fallut donc proc�eder �a une r�evision de la th�eorie des pulsions. A partir des
apports cliniques d’Abraham et autres faisceaux de preuves dans le domaine de la pathologie, Freud se
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vit oblig�e, non sans quelques r�eserves, de modifier sa conception de l’�erotisme oral en assignant �a ce der-
nier le statut d’une phase de construction purement fictive de l’organisation orale. La reconnaissance
d’une agressivit�e et d’une destruction de nature non �erotique facilita la voie d’une r�esolution et ouvrit la
th�eorie de la libido �a des r�evisions fondamentales. Mû par le d�esir de d�evelopper une th�eorie scientifique,
dans sa premi�ere th�eorie des pulsions, Freud avait initialement soutenu une position causale et d�etermi-
niste ferme quant �a la Fonction Psychique. « Au-del�a du principe de plaisir » avec l’hypoth�ese de la pul-
sion de mort, sa troisi�eme r�evision de la th�eorie des pulsions, amena Freud �a consid�erer l’aspect
herm�eneutique de la th�eorie psychanalytique qui, jusque-l�a, n’avait exist�e qu’implicitement. Le d�evelop-
pement ult�erieur de l’hypoth�ese de la pulsion de mort par Melanie Klein et ses successeurs se traduisit
par l’abandon des principes quantitatifs-�economiques et causaux-d�eterministes et la mise en avant d’une
conception pratique et utilitaire de la th�eorie psychanalytique.

Neubetrachtung der Krise von Freuds Libidotheorie und Abrahams Konzept der oral-sadis-
tischen Phase als Ausweg. Die mittlerweile verf€ugbare vollst€andige Ausgabe der Freud-Abraham-
Korrespondenz f€uhrt zu einer Neubewertung der Bedeutsamkeit von Abrahams Arbeit. Der Autor
vertritt die These, dass Karl Abrahams klinische Beobachtungen bzgl. der Ambivalenz von Objektbezie-
hungen und der destruktiv-sadistischen Aspekte der Oralit€at die Weiterentwicklung der psychoanalyti-
schen Theorie maßgeblich beeinflusst haben. Das Phantasieproblem des „Wolfsmannes” und die Frage
der pathogenen Relevanz fr€uher realer bzw. lediglich phantasierter Traumata ließen Freud an der Stich-
haltigkeit seiner Theorie zweifeln. Er versuchte wiederholt, dieses Problem mit Hilfe seiner Libidotheorie
zu l€osen, scheiterte aber aufgrund seiner problematischen Konzeptualisierung der Oralerotik. Die patho-
gene Wirkung pr€asymbolischer Traumatisierungen l€asst sich aufgrund der in der fr€uhen Entwicklung des
Kindes noch nicht abgeschlossenen Hirnentwicklung nicht wissenschaftlich beweisen. Infolgedessen war
der so wichtige empirische Nachweis einer wissenschaftlichen Neurosentheorie nicht m€oglich. Somit
wurde eine Revision der Triebtheorie notwendig. In Anbetracht von Abrahams klinischen Beitr€agen und
weiteren pathologischen Materials sah sich Freud, wenn auch unter Vorbehalt, gezwungen, seine €Uberle-
gungen zur Oralerotik zu modifizieren und ihr den Status einer lediglich konstruierten, fiktiven Phase
der oralen Organisation zuzuschreiben. Einer L€osung kam er schließlich mit der Anerkennung einer
nicht-erotischen Aggression und Destruktion n€aher, die grundlegende Revisionen der Libidotheorie mit
sich brachte. Sein Wunsch, eine wissenschaftliche Theorie zu entwickeln, hatte Freud urspr€unglich, in sei-
ner ersten Triebtheorie, zu einer stark kausal-deterministischen Sicht des psychischen Funktionierens
bewogen. Seine dritte Revision der Triebtheorie, die er in Jenseits des Lustprinzips vornahm, und die
damit einhergehende Aufstellung der Todestrieb-Hypothese trug dem hermeneutischen Aspekt der psy-
choanalytischen Theorie, der zuvor lediglich implizit in seiner Theorie angelegt war, Rechnung. Melanie
Klein und ihre Sch€uler verwarfen in ihren Weiterentwicklungen der Todestrieb-Hypothese die quantita-
tiv-€okonomischen und kausal-deterministischen Prinzipien und konzentrierten sich stattdessen auf die
praktische Anwendbarkeit der psychoanalytischen Theorie.

Una rivisitazione della crisi della teoria libidica di Freud e del concetto di fase orale sadica di
Abraham come soluzione. Il carteggio integrale tra Freud e Abraham, ora disponibile, porta a una
rivalutazione del lavoro di Abraham. L’autore avanza la tesi secondo la quale le osservazioni cliniche di
Karl Abraham sull’ambivalenza delle relazioni d’oggetto e sugli aspetti sadici e distruttivi dell’oralit�a
hanno avuto un’influenza significativa sugli sviluppi della teoria psicoanalitica. Il problema della fantasia
inconscia dell’Uomo dei Lupi e quello della rilevanza patogena dei traumi reali, o semplicemente immag-
inati, port�o Freud a dubitare della validit�a della sua teoria. Freud cerc�o ripetutamente di risolvere il
problema, sempre utilizzando la teoria libidica, ma i suoi tentativi fallirono a causa della sua problemat-
ica concezione dell’erotismo orale. L’effetto patogeno dei traumatismi presimbolici non poteva essere
dimostrato scientificamente, non essendo il cervello dei bambini ancora sufficientemente sviluppato nelle
fasi evolutive precoci. Di conseguenza non fu possibile fornire le prove empiriche di una teoria scientifica
della nevrosi e una revisione della teoria pulsionale divenne pertanto necessaria. Con il contributo clinico
di Abraham e altre indicazioni psicopatologiche, sebbene con qualche riserva, Freud fu costretto a modi-
ficare il suo concetto di erotismo orale, finendo per attribuirgli lo statuto di una fase meramente costru-
ita e fittizia dell’organizzazione orale. Ci�o che rese possibile giungere infine a una soluzione, fu il
riconoscimento dell’aggressivit�a e della distruttivit�a non erotica, che esit�o in una apertura della teoria
libidica a una sostanziale revisione. Mosso dal desiderio di sviluppare una teoria scientifica, inizialmente
Freud, nella prima teoria delle pulsioni, aveva assunto una prospettiva fortemente causale e determinis-
tica del funzionamento psichico. La terza revisione della teoria delle pulsioni, Al di l�a del Principio di
Piacere, con l’inclusione dell’ipotesi della pulsione di morte, dava spazio all’aspetto ermeneutico della
teoria psicoanalitica che precedentemente esisteva solo implicitamente nella sua teoria. Gli ulteriori svi-
luppi dell’ipotesi della pulsione di morte da parte di Melanie Klein e dei suoi successori abbandonarono
i principi economico-quantitativi e causali e deterministici, concentrandosi, invece, sull’utilit�a pratica
della teoria psicoanalitica.
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Una reconsideraci�on de la crisis de la teor�ıa de la libido de Freud, y del concepto de Abraham
de la fase oral-s�adica como manera de salir de dicha crisis. La correspondencia completa entre
Freud y Karl Abraham lleva a una reevaluaci�on de la importancia de la obra de este �ultimo. La tesis del
autor es que las observaciones cl�ınicas de Abraham sobre la ambivalencia de las relaciones de objeto y
los aspectos s�adico-destructivos de la oralidad han influido significativamente los avances de la teor�ıa
psicoanal�ıtica. El problema de la fantas�ıa del Hombre de los Lobos y la cuesti�on de la relevancia
patog�enica de los traumas tempranos – reales o, incluso, imaginados – llev�o a Freud a dudar de la vali-
dez de sus ideas. Este intent�o repetidamente resolver el problema utilizando la teor�ıa de la libido, pero
fracas�o debido a su concepci�on problem�atica de la er�otica oral. El efecto patog�enico de los traumas pre-
simb�olicos no puede demostrarse cient�ıficamente debido a que, en el estadio temprano del desarrollo
infantil, el cerebro todav�ıa no ha terminado de desarrollarse. En consecuencia, no fue posible brindar
evidencia emp�ırica contundente para una teor�ıa cient�ıfica de la neurosis. Se hizo necesario, entonces,
revisar la teor�ıa de la pulsi�on.
Gracias a los aportes cl�ınicos de Abraham y a otras pruebas provenientes de la patolog�ıa, Freud se vio
obligado, con ciertas reservas, a modificar su idea de la er�otica oral. Pas�o entonces a considerar esta
�ultima como una fase meramente ficticia de la organizaci�on oral. Finalmente, surgi�o una soluci�on a
trav�es del reconocimiento de la agresi�on y destrucci�on no er�oticas, lo cual le permiti�o revisar profunda-
mente la teor�ıa de la libido. Impulsado por el deseo de elaborar una teor�ıa cient�ıfica, en su primera
teor�ıa de la pulsi�on Freud hab�ıa adoptado una postura causal-determinista tajante en lo que se refiere a
la funci�on ps�ıquica. Su tercera revisi�on de esta teor�ıa, que lo llev�o a incorporar la pulsi�on de muerte en
M�as all�a del principio del placer, incorpor�o el aspecto hermen�eutico de la teor�ıa psicoanal�ıtica, que hasta
entonces solo se hallaba impl�ıcito. El desarrollo posterior de la hip�otesis de la pulsi�on de muerte
por parte de Melanie Klein y sus sucesores abandon�o los principios cuantitativo-econ�omico y causal-
determinista y, en cambio, se centr�o en la utilidad pr�actica de la teor�ıa psicoanal�ıtica.
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